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CPDWL Standing Committee Transition Meeting 2021

Date: Wednesday 7 July 2021, 1500-16.00 CEST

Via Zoom (recording): https://zoom.us/rec/play/TsnNkca-d2uRIOPuOPoJO8MIC_cfN1hcA2oFgwPggN17cLqYZ5Fis9K1iJeQ27vEvIWPuaAfuiJ9_bTM.50phxoUvlrAAnEae

Password: 4.FWY1GW


Agenda

1. Welcome
   ● Apologies received from Mitsuhiro Oda; Matilde Fontanin; Sandy Hirsh; Rajen Munoo.

2. SC member introductions
   ● Catharina Isberg welcomed the attendees and mentioned that CPDWL will be part of Division C; also mentioned winning the Dynamic Unit and Impact Award.
   ● Introduction of the current (continuing) officers and members, their role in the SC, their country and their profession.
   ● Introduction of outgoing members.
   ● Introduction of incoming members.
   ● Gill mentioned the idea of holding a fresh series of SC members’ meetups that were conducted in 2020, so that everyone could get to know each other.

3. Administrative matters
   ● Ray Pun gave an overview of the CPDWL communications channels and how the CPDWL members contribute to it: Facebook (3000 members; the blog; twitter; YouTube; Podcast series; WeChat; WhatsApp; LinkedIn; newsletter.
• Gill pointed out that the SC needs a new editor for the newsletter; and she also mentioned that an email had been received from the webmaster concerning the new IFLA website as the web editors will have access to it soon.
• Gill mentioned that it’s time for officer elections 2021, Edward nominated himself to be the Information Coordinator and the SC needed a secretary and chair, if no one was nominated, there was a danger that the SC could fold.
• Business meeting to be held after the WLIC (late Aug 2021, date to be confirmed), CPDWL session in the WLIC about the Guidelines, this will be a panel discussion with the different stakeholder groups of the guidelines, the learner the employer, professional association, educators and training providers and they will be discussing a number of issues which will help revise and update the guidelines. Second session is the library carpentry in collaboration with Science and Technology Library Section. Ulrike spoke about the online coaching being held in several languages and the SC is working with M & M. We have about 26 coaches.
• Draft minutes of the last SC meetings (Feb 2021) – to be approved at the business meeting.
• Gill mentioned that we are currently in the process of preparing the SC annual report 2020-2021 to be submitted to IFLA HQ on 1 Oct 2021; the draft will be circulated for comments.
• Action Plan 2021-2022: to be developed by new officers.

4. Questions?

5. Next meeting of the Standing Committee
   • Late August: date to be confirmed

6. Closure of SC Transition Meeting